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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This technical report has been prepared to present the details of the alternative design
that has been developed by the community group, Safety Net for Royal Park (Safety Net)
for the East West Link freeway’s western connection to CityLink.
The report explains the background to the formation of the Safety Net and the alternative
design that has been called SNRP Option 2. This design would deliver considerable
benefits to the West Parkville community and to Royal Park, when compared to the
Reference Design that has been developed by the Linking Melbourne Authority (LMA).
However, this is not the group’s preferred design; the SNRP Option 1 design is considered
to be better than the SNRP Option 2 option as it would avoid all impacts to Royal Park.
However, there were technical and other challenges faced by this option and so our focus
has now reverted to the backup design that is located in the project boundary approved
by the Planning Minister, Mr Matthew Guy.
The Safety Net has received great support from architects Atelier Red + Black who have
developed creative, innovative urban designs for the two Safety Net road designs and
thereby helped to gain the public attention for these alternatives.
We appreciate that there are technical challenges associated with this design alternative.
However we are hoping that the key stakeholders including: the Government, the LMA,
the City of Melbourne and the two remaining bidders will give this design due
consideration.
Importantly, the SNRP Option 2 design includes a connection to the local streets. We
consider that this is one of the main reasons that this design should be considered given
that a Flemington Rd access could otherwise be located in a location that would have
significant impacts on residents of West Parkville and North Melbourne.
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1. INTRODUCTION
This document presents an alternative road design that has been devised by the Safety Net
for Royal Park (Safety Net), which is a community group that was formed in July 2013
following the release of the Reference Design for the East West Link freeway project.
We have summarised the background to the formation of the Safety Net and the
development of the alternative design for the western connection to CityLink, which we
have called SNRP Option 2.
We wish to stress at the outset that this was not the group’s preferred design; the preferred
design (SNRP Option 1) would have avoided Royal Park altogether by locating the tunnel
portal west of Boundary Rd in the Arden Macaulay precinct. Our preferred design can be
viewed at our website http://betterewldesign.com.
However, it is our understanding that the Planning Minister Mr Matthew Guy wants a road
design that has the tunnel portal situated in the West Parkville precinct somewhere near
Ross Straw Field. We have therefore reverted to this backup design, which was included in
our submission to the Assessment Committee along with our preferred design.
The document summarises the technical reviews of SNRP Option 2 that have been
completed by Tom Brock (GHD) and the Linking Melbourne Authority (LMA) and the Safety
Net responses to these reviews that were tabled during the Public Hearings. We have also
provided information on the urban design for the western connection that has been
developed by architects, Atelier Red + Black, which is sensitive to the existing iconic
‘Melbourne Gateway’.
Whilst it is not our best design, we believe that it is better than the Reference Design and
responds directly to the Minister’s directives from 30 June 2014:


Delete Elliott Avenue tunnel access from the design



Investigate the inclusion of an off ramp to Flemington Rd



Investigate moving the tunnel opening from the Upfield railway line to Oak St.

The following image presents an overview of the SNRP Option 2 option and showcases the
fantastic urban design that has been created by Atelier Red + Black.
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2. SAFETY NET
The Safety Net comprises residents of West Parkville who represent a small segment of the
broader community who are against the construction of the East-West Tunnel, but who
recognise the need for a contingency plan that provides a safety net for Royal Park, should
the tunnel proceed.
The group comprises people with various professional skills including engineering, urban
design, planning, law, public health and architecture, who worked together to prepare
professional submissions to the Linking Melbourne Authority (LMA) during the planning
stages.
ORIGINAL AIMS
The aims of the Safety Net were agreed when the group was founded in July 2013:
‘The primary aim of the Safety Net is to influence the design and planning of the tunnel so
that the impacts on the Royal Park environment and the local community are either avoided
or at least minimised. We will do this by identifying the key issues and providing alternative
design changes to address these issues. As part of the Comprehensive Impact Statement,
the LMA will need to show how it has considered these alternatives and report the outcomes
of these deliberations.
The secondary aim is to encourage greater transparency in the design process and
encourage greater dialogue between the LMA, the local community and the other key
stakeholders such as the City of Melbourne, which controls the Royal Park Committee of
Management.’
AREAS TO PROTECT
There are two key protection areas (KPAs) where the Safety Net agreed they would aim to
provide a safety net:
1) The middle of Royal Park in the vicinity of Elliott Ave
2) Ross Straw Field, the remnant vegetation, the wetlands adjacent to the Tullamarine
Freeway and the residents fronting Manningham St in West Parkville and the wetlands
from Parkville Gardens.
These 2 areas were selected given the LMA’s plans for a major interchange in Ross Straw
Field and potentially a tunnel exit and entrance on Elliott Ave.
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3. BACKGROUND TO DESIGN
SNRP Option 2 was developed as a feasible variation (‘further option’) to the Reference
Design that in the most part fits within the project boundary. However it is recognised that
it still comes at a cost to parkland and does not avoid significant long term impacts on the
health and wellbeing of residents and the local environment; it just minimises them.
We reviewed the Reference Design in July 2013 and considered there are better ways to
make the connection between an East West link freeway and CityLink and provide an access
to Flemington Rd without requiring an Elliott Avenue portal.
We are pleased that the Minister and the Assessment Committee have now agreed that
Elliott Avenue should be deleted from the project and that consideration should be given to
moving the portal to Oak St so that the displacement of residents can be avoided. However,
the community is now anxious given the Minister’s request for a Flemington Rd access and
so this has driven broader community support for designs such as SNRP Option 2 that have
the portal at Oak St, which could deliver the Tullamarine Freeway option for the Flemington
Rd access, as discussed below.
Figure 1 (see end of report) presents the latest SNRP Option 2 design and Figure 2 presents
a cross section to highlight the geological conditions for this alignment as it crosses beneath
the area of remnant vegetation and the Ross Straw Field. The figures indicate where the
ventilation stacks and buttress walls would likely need to be constructed.
The critical change that has been introduced by the Safety Net for the western connection is
the selection of an alternative alignment that allows many of the impacts to be significantly
reduced. A similar alignment was adopted by the City of Melbourne in the development of
the third alternate design included in the Council’s submission to the Assessment
Committee in December 2013. The Safety Net presented its designs to the Council from
August 2013 as we were hoping to secure the Council’s support during the planning process.
The second significant innovation is the inclusion of on and off ramps at the CityLink
connection to provide an access to Flemington Rd, which means that the Elliott Ave
interchange is not required, as has been agreed by the Minister.
SNRP Option 2 includes other features that address the negative aspects of the Reference
Design:








No residents need to be displaced
Ross Straw Field can be restored after construction
The wetlands can be restored after construction
Sound walls can be readily installed to contain the tunnel portal area
The height of the viaducts over the Tullamarine Freeway is much lower than in the
Reference Design because they crossover further down the hill from the sound
tunnel
The main ventilation stack would be located further away from residents, resulting in
slight improvements to air quality for residents, and reducing the impact of a large
feature being visible from local roads and parkland and adjoining suburbs. This
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would be complemented by a minor stack located about 100m east of Oak St behind
the Elm trees that are to be saved
The permanent visual impacts for residents are greatly reduced
The columns for the viaducts that cross CityLink could mostly be located in the
spaces between the main roadway that connects the Tullamarine Freeway to the
sound tunnel and the on and off ramps located in this area. This would allow the
beam spans to be minimised and thereby reduce construction costs
A connection could be made directly to/from the CityLink sound tunnel in the first
instance but also be connected to viaducts located on the eastern and western sides
of CityLink to provide the Part B connection to the port, should this be constructed at
a later stage.

4. TECHNICAL DESIGN BASIS
In developing the SNRP Option 2 design, consideration was given to the following road
design guidelines:





Limiting vertical grades to no more than 4%
Limiting the horizontal radii of tunnels to not less than 300m
Limiting the horizontal radii of viaducts to not less than 250m
Positioning merge points at least 200m from other merge points in the same
direction of travel (these can readily be extended to 500m)

The negative technical aspects to this design include:



The road grades will be steeper than the Reference Design but not greater than 4%
A complex structure to be constructed adjacent to and possibly through the
wetlands (but with the benefit that these could be restored in the medium term).

5. FLEMINGTON RD ACCESS
A critical element of the SNRP Option 2 design is the inclusion of an on and off ramp so that
there is access between the tunnel and the local streets, including Flemington Rd, Boundary
Road and Mount Alexander Rd.
Three options for a Flemington Rd access were proposed at the recent EWL Public Hearings,
which the Linking Melbourne Authority (LMA) and bidders may now be considering. The
Tullamarine Freeway option was included in the alternative design developed by the Safety
Net for Royal Park (Safety Net) community group but this option could also be delivered by
adapting the City of Melbourne’s alternative design, which proposed a series of tunnel
portals at Oak St.
The plan presented here highlights the location of the three published options for the
Flemington Rd access and the following table (Table 1) summarises an assessment of their
likely impacts. The Tullamarine Freeway option consistently betters the alternatives, which
indicates that the tunnel opening should be moved to Oak St to accommodate this access
5
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point. The Tullamarine Freeway access point could not readily be delivered if the tunnel
opening was high up beneath the Upfield railway line, which is shown as a dotted line on the
plan and so an Oak St portal is needed to accommodate this access point.

Table 1 - Flemington Rd Access Options
How do the options stack up?

Curran
Street1

Racecourse
Road2

Tullamarine
Freeway3

Extra visual impact on residents?

Yes

Yes

No

Extra noise impact on residents?

Yes

Yes

No

Extra property compensation?

Yes

Yes

No

Extra vent stack required?

Yes

Yes

No

Additional tunnelling through park?

Yes

Yes

No*

Fragmentation of Royal Park?

Yes

Yes

No

Extra traffic light in Flemington Rd?

Yes

No

No

Impact on boulevard character?

Yes

Yes

No

~500m

~500m

~150m

High

High

Low

Extra tunnel length?
Extra cost?

1 Curran Street option based on design by TTM Consulting for City of Melbourne
2 Racecourse Road option linked to proposal by AILA to close Elliott Ave to through traffic
3 Tullamarine Freeway option based on the SNRP Option 2 design by Safety Net for Royal Park

* Exit would include tunnel beneath Trin-Warren Tam-boore storage pond, west of an Oak Street tunnel opening
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6. TULLAMARINE FREEWAY OPTION
The Tullamarine Freeway option could be incorporated as part of an Oak St portal to provide
access to the local streets. In this section we have broken this alternative access proposal
into two parts.
1. Tunnel Exit
As shown on Figure 1 (see blue lines), the exit would extend from the Oak St portal and then
come up to ground level and turn onto the existing left lane of the Tullamarine off ramp.
This lane is currently used by two groups; those who are travelling to Elliott Avenue and
those vehicles that use this lane and then illegally merge to the right to head to the city
along Flemington Rd.
Given that many of the vehicles that use this lane will now access the tunnel (ignoring the
queue jumpers), this lane could be used instead to accommodate vehicles exiting the
tunnel. As a result, minimal changes would be required to this exit ramp. Under this
proposal, the left laneway on the Tullamarine exit would be blocked off where the tunnel
exit connects and the lane north of this location would become an emergency stopping lane
only.
It is recognised that there will be movement of vehicles to the right and left between this
exit point and the Boundary Rd intersection. However, this length is approximately twice
the length of the movements that currently occur for Mt Alexander Rd traffic between
Church St and Elliott Avenue and so on this basis, we expect that this situation could be
accommodated.
The photo on the left shows the Flemington Rd off ramp
from the Tullamarine Freeway. The proposed tunnel
exit would be at the far end of the yellow sound wall
just before the location of the ‘Cheese Stick’. The image
below shows how the exit would be integrated with the
viaducts in the SNRP Option 2 design that transfer
vehicles between the tunnel and CityLink.
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2. Tunnel Entrance

We propose that the tunnel entrance be
accessed from the on ramp to the Tullamarine
Freeway. Two lanes exist at the top end of
Flemington Rd to direct traffic to the freeway.
After these two lanes turn onto the on ramp
they merge into one lane before merging with
the freeway.
One of the key advantages of this proposal is
that northbound traffic will be able to access
the tunnel without requiring any changes to
Flemington Rd, apart from the signage.
Figure 1 (see blue line) shows the proposed viaduct that would run from the on ramp and
then merge with the viaduct that transfers northbound vehicles on CityLink to the tunnel.
Once inside the tunnel these vehicles would merge with southbound vehicles accessing the
tunnel from the Tullamarine Freeway.
To accommodate this viaduct in the available land, the viaduct would likely need to
commence where the red match sticks are currently situated so that it extends out over the
Moonee Ponds drain.
The image below shows the viaduct extending from the Tullamarine Freeway on ramp at
Mount Alexander Rd, which provides the entrance to the tunnel. The viaduct has been
treated by including a sound wall, which also indicates the direction of vehicle flow. The
entrance to the tunnel for the southbound vehicles on CityLink is also seen on the left of this
image.
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Flemington Rd / Racecourse Road Intersection
In developing this alternative concept for the local tunnel exit and entrance, we have
considered the implications to the Flemington Rd / Racecourse Rd intersection.
Regarding traffic light sequencing, we consider that vehicles travelling in a north-south
direction through this intersection could be given preference during peak hour due to the
changed traffic flows, which would also discourage the alternative east-west route, which
includes Elliott Avenue.
This change would therefore benefit motorists and potentially reduce the congestion in
Flemington Rd provided that the lights at Abbotsford St can be configured to accommodate
this change and deliver the benenfits.

7. TECHNICAL REVIEWS OF SNRP OPTION 2
The Safety Net’s submission to the Assessment Committee included the SNRP Option 1 and
SNRP Option 2 designs. Both of these designs underwent a technical review by firstly Tom
Brock (GHD) on behalf of the LMA and then by the LMA.
Table 2 and Table 3 present the findings from these reviews and the responses that were
tabled by the Safety Net during the Public Hearings.
Based on a review of the comments and the responses, it could be concluded that the SNRP
Option 2 does not contain any fatal flaws, which gives us confidence that it should be
deemed to be a potentially viable alternative to the Reference Design for the western
connection and the provision of access to the local streets.
Our confidence was further strengthened by the Assessment Committee’s final report and
the Minister’s directives:
1.
2.
3.

Delete Elliott Avenue tunnel access from the design
Investigate the inclusion of an off ramp to Flemington Rd
Investigate moving the tunnel opening from the Upfield railway line to Oak St.
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Table 2 - Tom Brock Review of SNRP Option 2, February 2014
Tom Brock Comment

SNRP Response – tabled on 3 April 2014

(i) The text describing this option refers to further details provided in the
appendices to the SNRP submission. The copy of the submission provided
to me for review contained no appendices. The definition of this option is
of a similarly broad schematic level to Option 1, and the following
comments are made on my expectations of the road alignment outcomes
that are likely to be met in further development.

The reference to ‘appendices’ on Page 23 of the SNRP submission was an extract
from the City of Melbourne submission. Mr Brock therefore had the full
document for his review of SNRP Option 2.

(ii) The option appears to only provide for a connection to CityLink. There
does not seem to be any provision for its future extension to the west,
which does not fulfil the overall objectives of the ultimate EWL.

Figure presents the proposed alignment to connect the Part A connection to the
Part B should this be required in the future (see white lines and note in Legend).
Note that the southbound connection would extend under the sound tube to the
western side of CityLink.
Figure includes a variation to show how the viaduct, south of the sound tube,
could be located on the eastern side of CityLink as far as Arden Street and then
cross over CityLink, as shown in Figure 1. This would result in significantly
reduced impacts to Moonee Ponds Creek and is similar to the design presented
by Mr Higgs.

(iii) The option appears to retain Manningham Street, with some of the
connections passing under Manningham Street in tunnels and some
passing over Manningham Street on a viaduct. The portion of viaduct
above ground and its portal will need to be considerably further to the
east than Figure 2 suggests. This does not seem to have been taken into
account in Figure 3.

Actually under the SNRP Option 2 design, all viaducts would go under
Manningham St, which would be both realigned and raised to a height of
approximately 4m above the current surface, at the location of the proposed
tunnel portal. As a result, the tunnel portal can be located as shown and achieve
the required grades.
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Tom Brock Comment

SNRP Response – tabled on 3 April 2014

(iv) If the option is proposing that the connection from CityLink
northbound pass under Manningham Street in tunnel also, then the ramp
from CityLink is likely to be unacceptably steep.

See above.

(v) It is unclear how the connection from EWL to CityLink southbound is
intended to be achieved. It is likely to present grading problems to
achieve the required clearance over the existing CityLink southbound exit
ramp

See above.

(vi) The option seems to propose an exit ramp from the existing CityLink
northbound entry ramp to provide a connection from Mt Alexander Road
to EWL. This is likely to increase the volume of traffic turning from Mt
Alexander Road, which in turn is likely to require the ramp to be widened
and also impact the traffic performance (including trams) at the
intersection of the ramp with Mt Alexander Road. The proposed exit ramp
will also pass through the “Sticks” of the CityLink Gateway urban
landscape feature, which may cause some urban design concerns.

These concerns need to be balanced against the traffic issues that would arise
with the Reference Design plus the traffic performance benefits that would result
from the north/south traffic bias at Elliott Ave/Flemington Rd, as discussed above
for SNRP Option 1.
Urban design concerns should be addressed by Allan Wyatt, but the possible
relocation of the “sticks” should be weighed against the reduced landscape
impacts on Royal Park.
It is accepted that with an on-ramp to the EWL originating from the left side of
the CityLink on-ramp, approximately 5 of the sticks would need to be removed.
A variation to this design that we have also developed places this viaduct (and
the northbound CityLink viaduct to the tunnel) to the south of the Cheese Stick.
In this design, the EWL on-ramp would originate on the right hand side of the
CityLink on-ramp. Urban designers may even elect to move the cheese stick or it
could be elevated from 30 degrees to act as the vent stack from the tunnel (we
trust we’re allowed one joke per submission!).

(vii) Significant shoulder widening in the tunnels particularly in the vicinity
of the bifurcations would be required to provide acceptable sight distance.

It is anticipated that where this shoulder widening is most likely to be required, it
will primarily be located in the tunnel section that is constructed using cut and
cover, which will provide more construction flexibility than the bored tunnel
section.
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Table 3 - LMA Review of SNRP Option 2, April 2014
LMA Comment

SNRP Response – tabled on 15th April 2014

a) At Ross Straw Field, the yellow tunnel
would be around 20 metres below
natural surface due to the requirement
for a tunnel crossover.
b) To achieve a clearance of 5.4 metres
between the structure for the yellow
road and CityLink and allowing a
structural depth of 2.5 metres, the
resulting grade, would be greater than
7%, which is unacceptable.
c) The tunnel alignment radii are
considered to be very tight (refer to e
above re tunnel geometry) with no
straight sections between adjoining
curves. This proposal would need to be
assessed against the turning capability of
a TBM for constructability purposes.

The top of the tunnel portal proposed in SNRP Option 2 is located approximately 4m above the current
ground surface. The yellow lines, which are heading to the east are running downhill and so the grade of
these ramps can be steeper than the uphill ramps.
We accept that the tunnel portal may need to be moved further to the east to accommodate the
maximum grade but we believe that will be close to where we have proposed it. The detailed design of
this interconnection would determine the location.

As highlighted by Mr Peyton on 3rd April, there are significant differences between SNRP Option 2 and
the Jim Higgs design as follows:
1. The SNRP design has single level viaducts over CityLink, which reduces their intrusiveness to the
existing landscape. This is achieved by crossing the tunnels underground rather than in the air
2. By keeping the roadways together around the bend there is only one portal in the SNRP design
3. An exit and entrance ramp is included in SNRP Option 2, which means that the Elliott Ave or any
variation to this interchange is not necessary
4. The SNRP design allows a connection to a Part B viaduct if this was constructed on the western side of
CityLink.
As a result, this design is considered to be the best option of the alternatives that have been proposed if
the road needs to remain within the ‘proposed project boundary’. This is obviously a big ‘if’, given that
our preferred design is through Arden Macaulay precinct.
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LMA Comment

SNRP Response – tabled on 15th April 2014

One of the key innovations of the SNRP Option 2 design is the inclusion of an ‘inflection point’ on the
reference design alignment to the west of the State Netball and Hockey Centre (SNHC). This point could
be modified slightly from the SNRP Option 2 design to reduce the radii of the tunnel sections and include
straight sections between adjoining curves. However, this would take the alignment slightly outside of
the ‘proposed project boundary’ and would likely have the tunnel extending beneath the SNHC, which
would certainly be feasible given the depth of the tunnel and the strength of the mudstone/siltstone at
the proposed depth (only the higher weather rock is poor for bored tunnels).

d) In accordance with the requirements of
b & c above, The SNRP tunnelling
proposal would also result in the partial
removal of the wetlands in Ross Straw
Field.

The construction of the SNRP Option 2 design would undoubtedly cause temporary impacts to the Trin
Warren Tam-Boore wetlands, which would need to be reinstated after the tunnel construction. This is
the main reason why SNRP Option 2 is not our preferred option.
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8. URBAN DESIGN BY ATELIER RED + BLACK
Architecture practice Atelier Red + Black has worked extensively with Safety Net to
produce a concept urban design which is sympathetic to the existing conditions and yet
dynamic in its response.

The CityLink Melbourne Gateway by Denton Corker Marshall has become an iconic symbol
of contemporary Melbourne since it was constructed in the late 1990’s. The proposed
East West Link in whatever form it eventually takes will interact with this gateway. Under
the Safety Net proposal the new overpasses and tunnel entrances have been integrated
into the overall ‘zipper’ composition. The South bound exit ramp to the new East West
Link is formed as an extension to the yellow sound walls. This is treatment is matched by
the new Flemington Road access portal.
The new flyovers necessitated the relocation of the famous yellow ‘cheese stick’
approximately 80 Metres North. This allows the yellow gateway to be given its own
‘breathing space’ to ensure that it is not undermined visually. The light coloured metallic
sound barriers are dynamic in their own right but a visually recessive in comparison with
the bold yellow and red freeway architecture.

A Better EWL Option for West Parkville & North Melbourne

The Tunnel Portal at Oak Street is hidden from view of Citylink traffic and can therefore take on its
own identity which responds more to the wetlands than the bold Citylink forms. The architecture
responds to the wetlands through the use of sinuous curves and softer finishes.
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9. FINAL REMARKS
The Safety Net embarked on a journey in July 2013 to achieve its stated aims. We believe
that we have achieved these aims to a large extent but significant questions still remain as
to whether our efforts will deliver a positive outcome for our community and for Royal
Park.




The Elliott Avenue portal has been deleted but cut and cover may still rip through
Royal Park west of Elliott Avenue
An access to Flemington Rd could be built anywhere including opposite Curran St
or next to Southgate St, near the start of Racecourse Rd
The Reference Design for Ross Straw Field may still go ahead as planned resulting
in the loss of 55 homes, 4 sports fields and a large swathe of remnant vegetation.

As a result of this uncertainty, almost a month after the Minister has approved the
project, the anxiety level in the West Parkville and North Melbourne communities is high
and we believe that this does not need to be case if we are just jumping at shadows.
We believe that the communities that could be affected by the final decision should firstly
be genuinely consulted by the LMA and the City of Melbourne and then every effort
should be made by the key stakeholders to consider how the impacts can be either
avoided or minimised, regardless of the cost, which would be incremental to the overall
project cost.
Finally, we ask that the SNRP Option 2 be reviewed by the key stakeholders, not to
identify what is wrong with it, as has been done by Tom Brock and the LMA, but rather,
how this alternative design concept could be adopted to deliver the best outcome
possible for the communities and the park. This was the verbal commitment that was
given to the West Parkville residents by the LMA at one of the first information sessions in
May 2013; now in July 2014, we believe that the time has come for the community to be
treated better.
Figures 1 & 2 follow and complete this report.
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Figure 1 – SNRP Option 2 Design
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Figure 2 – Cross Section

